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1

Introduction

The aim

of this

paper is

literacy studies
into teaching
do so,

to

can offer

students from

I compare

'autonomous' model

determine

whether

language teachers
oral backgrounds.

two approaches to literacy.
of Walter

model of Brain V. Street.

J. Ong

orality-

any insights
In order to
They are the

and the 'ideological'

The relevance of insights gleaned

from a comparison of these two models will be discussed in 6
below.
The terms
describe

'autonomous' and
models

of

'ideological' that

literacy,

are

taken

are used to
from

Street

<1984:lff).

In Literacy in theo1·y and p1·actice, he examines

claims made

about the nature of literacy and related claims

about language
of these

and society.

claims, a

'autonomous' model
of literacy.

And argues that, on the basis

distinction must
of literacy

be drawn

between the

and the 'ideological' model
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2

The 'autonomous' model vs. the 'ideological' model

The two models can briefly be characterised as follows.
'autonomous' model

is based

on the

assumptions:

The

(a)

that

literacy is a neutral technical skill, and (b) that literacy
development takes
associated with

place

in

social and

a

single

direction

that

cognitive consequences

is

(Street

1984:1ff).
Street 11984:21

challenges these

assumptions and

suggests

the 'ideological' model as an alternative model of literacy.
Within the
social

'ideological' model,

practice

embedded
practiced.

in

which

the

is

social

Its meaning

literacy is

culturally
institutions

viewed

and

as

a

ideologically

in

which

it

is

is constructed by its participants

and by particular social contexts.

3

Assumptions about literacy

I shall briefly discuss the assumptions about literacy which
Street claims are made within the 'autonomous' model.

3.1

A 'great divide'

Street 11984:5)
model of

claims that

literacy, such

proponents of the 'autonomous'

as Jack

Goody,

assume

divide' between 'literate' and 'non-literate'.

a

Street 11984:5), Goody
would explicitly

replace the

theory of a 'great

divide' between 'primitive' and 'modern' culture,
which had

been

employed

in

earlier

'great

According to

anthropo-

logical theory and which is now discredited, with
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the

distinction

between

'literate'

and

'non-

literate'.
Street !1984:5)

shows

divide' between

'literate' and

Goody as
social

how

justification for
and

cognitive

regards literacy

this

assumption

of

'non-literate'

further assumptions

consequences

of

a

is

'great
used

about

literacy.

as 'closely connected to',

by
the

Goody

'fostering', or

even 'enforcing'
of 'logic',

the development
myth

from

history,

bureaucracy, the
to complex

the distinction

the

of

elaboration

of

shift from 'little communities'

cultures, the emergence of scientific

thought and

institutions, and even the growth of

democratic political processes (Street 1984:5).

3.2

Literacy development takes place in a single direction

Another assumption,

according to

literacy development

takes place

This

is

development

Street (1984:2),
in

a

associated

is that

single

direction.

with

'progess',

'civilisation', individual liberty and social mobility.
this development

consequences of
economic

'take

specifically

off'

the

consequences of

and

cognitive

assumptions
literacy that

can be
made

seen in
skills.

about

the

The

terms of

It

is

cognitive

are of relevance to language

teachers that will be discussed in this paper.

3.3

Literacy as a neutral, technical skill

The assumption

that literacy has the above-mentioned social

and cognitive

consequences, is based on the assumption that

literacy is

a neutral

technology which is the same for all
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people in

all societies

specific social
neutrality of

it can

be detached from

contexts (Street 1984:1).

and that

Claims about the

literacy are

rational, detached,

related

abstract, and

written language (Street 1984:2) .
Street

(1984:4,7)

also

'autonomous' text

to

about

the

nature

of

1

criticises

and the

claims

context-free

Olson's

neutrality of

claims

about

sentence meaning,

saying he

has counter-evidence

for these

cites the

anthropological work

done by Lienhardt (1980) on

the

underlying

similarites

represent 'self'

by a

between

Sudanese

claims.

concepts

tribe

and

that

Street
used

to

used

by

westerners.

3.4

Cognitive changes associated with literacy

Assuming the
writers

neutral and technical nature of literacy, many

claim

that

literacy

context-free thought',

facilitates

'rationality',

" ••• 'abstract

'critical

thought',

'detachment' .•. logical processes ... " (Street 1984:2).
have

seen

connected

above,
to',

development of

Goody

regards

'fostering',

or.

literacy
even

as

As we

'closely

'enforcing'

the

logic and the emergence of scientifc thought

and institutions.

I

shall discuss

the

assumptions

that

logical and abstract thought and scientific thought are some
of the

cognitive

consequences

of

literacy

and

Street's

criticism of these assumptions.

3.4.1. Logical and abstract abilities
Writers
addressed

like

Hildyard

themselves

cognitive consequences"

to

and

Ol son

questions

" •.• have
of

(Street 1984:191.

literacy

explicitly
and

its

They claim that

the logical functions of language are significantly affected
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by literacy (Street 1984:21. 2

Hildyard and Olson base their

claim on Greenfield's cross-cultural research into cognitive
differences between

schooled and

Greenfield 11972:169)
language learn

infers

" ... concrete·

generalisations ••. " and
analytic isolating
culture"

furthermore, makes

activities

avoid

" ••• the

1984:21).

name an

simply said
was

not

words have

and

Western

11972:174),

grammatical form revealing
She tested

formation abilities by
They were asked to

a group of objects shared.

unsatisfactory

oral

abstract

in

(Street 1984:231.

children's concept

"red", instead

judged

and

an

classificatory

grammatical structures.

attribute that

from

Greenfield

claims about

"inferior cognitive facility"
examining their

persons

functions which

(Street

unschooled Wolof

unschooled Wolof childen.

that

If they

of "they are red", their answer
and

indicative

of

inferior

assmumption that

literacy

cognitive facility.
Street 11984:24)

criticises the

brings about logical and abstract thought, arguing that wbat
has been

taken to

'primitive' people
meaning of

be lack
was often

logical

processes

" •.. misunderstanding

amongst
of

the

being said and done .•• • on the part of

what was

ill-informed

of

European

commemtators.

Citing

Labov,

he

(1984:26) argues that
representations of
founded

upon

cognitive 'deprivation'

misunderstanding

of

the

were
real

meanings of such people's statements and actions,
&nd upon

ethnocentric assumptions about the ways

in which logic can be recognised.
Regarding Greenfield's claim, that certain grammatical forms
reveal inferior

cognitive facility,

Street (1984:26) cites

Labov's studies of negro youths in New York's ghetto:
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Forms

of

speech

'ungrammatical',

which
and

cognitive deprivation,
simply

forms

of

consequences for
out the

had

taken

been
as

are shown

dialect

with

labelled

evidence

by Labov to be
no

fundamental

cognitive performance.

copula (to

of

Leaving

bel, using double negatives,

interchanging subjective

and objective

pronouns

(he and him) can all be shown to be rule governed
and consistent
for an

dialect practices,

not

evidence

inability to express logical relations as

Greenfield and

some of the writers she cites had

claimed (1972, p.173).
Street

(1984:26)

further

refutes

Greenfield's

claim

by

pointing out that Labov and other linguists
recognise that

such

'nonstandard

dialects

are

highly structured systems' and that 'the adult or
child who

uses these

some level
concepts of

''tense marker'',

ordering", •sentence
many other

rules must

of psychological

have formed at

organisation

clear

''verb phrase",

''rule

embedding",

"pi:onqun"

grammatical categories

essential part

of

any

logical

and

which are

an

(ibid.

system'

p. 45).

Street (1984:26-27)

criticises so-called

saying

tests

that

conception.
that what

these

tests for

unreliable

in

logic,

method

and

And, furthermore, points out Labov's assertion
is tested,

dominant class,
Labov, the

are

is often

rather than

convention most

the social conventions of a

universal logic.
often

mistaken

According to
for

explicitness which is not the same thing as logic.

logic
3

is
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3.4.2 Scientific thought
Goody's

claim

that

emergence scientific
He 11984:251

literacy

fosters

thought is

argues that

or

enforces

the

also criticised by Street.

Evans-Pritchard has

pointed

out

that
the

divisions

between

scientific thinking
be

reliable

scientific

as such,

established,

non-

and

if they can indeed
do

not

necessarily

correlate with different social groups.
Evans-Pritchard

has

also

'primitive' societies

pointed

did engage

out

in

that

members

scientific

of

practices

such as empirical hypothesis-testing.
Street (1984:261 concludes that
anthropological evidence •.• suggests that there is
scientific

and

societies and
have

simply

nature of

non-scientific

thought

within all individuals.
failed

much

of

'primitive' peoples
the 'scientific'

to

remark

the

the

thinking

and have

in

all

Observers
scientific

of

so-called

perhaps overstated

nature of thinking in their own

societies.

3.5

Ong's 'autonomous' model

I argue
neu·tral

that given
technology

Ong's 119821
which

cognitive consequences,

is

it would

view

placing Ong's
Goody's views

model within
of Goody's

literacy
by

as

a

specific

be justified to label his

model of literacy an 'autonomous' model.
his support

of

accompanied

Another reason for

the 'autonomous' camp, would be

ideas.

as representative

Street
of the

(1984:5)

regards

'autonomous' model
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and as

influential with

Ong (1982:6)

says about

" ... providelsl
changes in

regard to

other

Goody's 11968,

invaluable

anthropologists.
19771 work that it

descriptions ·and

analyses

of

mental and social structures incident to the use

of writing".
Ong's 11982:781

main claim is that "writing has transformed

human consciousness•.•
making

He

following

the

(1982:78ff) elaborates

very

specific

claims

this by

about

the

cognitive consequences of literacy.
Pirst,

he

claims

or

language

that

writing

autonomous

characterises

as

questioned or

contested

establishes

discourse.

"discourse
as

This

which
oral

context-free
he

cannot

speech

11982:781
directly

be

can

be

because

written discourse has been detached from its author".
Second, Ong

11982:81ff) claims that writing is a technology

bringing about
such

as

"interior transformations

distance,

introspection.
are isolated
brought

of consciousness"

sharpened

analysis

and

Ong 11982:101-105) argues that written words
from the oral context and thus a distancing is

about.

" ... develops a

precision,

This

distancing

new kind

which

of precision

writing

brings

in verbalization

by

removing it from the rich but chaotic existential context of
much oral

utterance" lOng

1982:103-104).

He

11982:104),

furthermore, argues that " .•. written words sharpen analysis,
for the

individual words

spoken words
their

are called on to do more ... • than

which have the context of the utterance to aid

understanding

or

interpretation.

introspection, Ong

11982:1051

knower

known

from

the

argues

IHavelock

"By
19631,

Regarding
separating
writing

the
makes

possible increasingly articulate introspection ••. •.
Third,

Ong

11982:1171

consequences were

claims

brought about

that
by

further

print

which

cognitive
" •.. both
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reinforces and
and

transforms the effects of writing on thought

expression".

He

(1982:127)

claims

that

one

such

consequence was the exact verbalisation of modern science:
Exact observation

does

science ... What is

distinctive of

is the

not

begin

with

modern

modern science

conjecture of exact observation and exact

verbalization:

exactly

worded

descriptions

of

carefully observed complex objects and processes.
The availability

of

carefully

made,

such

exactly

prints ... implemented

technical
worded

descriptions.
A cognitive consequence brought about by print, according to
Ong, is

a sense

of closure

which he (1982:132) defines as

" •.• a sense that what is found in a text has been finalized,
has reached a state of completion".
that print

Ong (1982:132ff) argues

encourages the idea that the thought isolated on

the written

surface is

detached, autonomous,

indifferent,

uninvolved and self-contained thereby bringing about a sense
of closure in analytic philosophical and scientific works.

4

Ideological bases of literacy assumptions

According to
of the

Street (1984:1), many of the above assumptions

'autonomous' model

instance,

Hildyard

abstract abilities
argue

we

that

competence and

are ideologically
Olson's

are not
need

the same

schools

that literacy

claim
to

plays a

based.

that

For

logical

for all people.
develop

and
They

intellectual

central part

in its

Street (1984:19) points out that these claims

development.
of Hildyard

and

and Olson

significance of

.. .•. thus

justifying

education systems .•. "

the

take
vast

and " ..• already

ideological significance •.. ".

on the
expense
have

more

general

on

western

political

and
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Street (1984:23)
Hildyard and

also regards Greenfield's claims, on which

Olson base their conjectures, as ideologically

based:
Greenfield's appeal,

here, to

literacy

source of

significant cognitive

crucial.

It demonstrates,

ideological use

as

the

differences

I would

is

argue,

the

to which conceptions of literacy

are being put in current academic practice.
Street (1984:1) concludes that "The skills and concepts that
accompany literacy
stem in

acquisition, in

some automatic

way from

whatever form,

do

not

the inherent qualities of

literacy ..• but are aspects of a specific ideology".

5

Street's 'ideological' model of literacy

Street

(1984:7ff)

argues

for

his

alternative

model

of

literacy on the grounds that
A

number

of

disciplines

writers
and

over

have ..• expressed doubts
made for

literacy.

previously cohered

from
a

many

different

period

of

These criticisms
in

time

about the grander claims
an

explicit

have

not

alternative

model of the kind I describe as the 'ideological'
model of literacy.
the last

few years

However, the work produced in
in this

field has

made

it

possible to begin such a process.
Street (1984:8),

furthermore, proposes

various disciplines

that work

done

in

has" ... significant underlying premises

http://spilplus.journals.ac.za/
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in

common

which ... provide

a

coherent

challenge

to

the

literacy

and

'autonomous' model of literacy".
Street challenges
claims

there

current assumptions

are

implicit

about

ideological

assumptions

within what he calls the 'autonomous' model of literacy.
exposes

these

implicit

assumptions

about

the

made
He

cognitive

consequences of literacy as false and, instead, suggests his
own alternative

'ideological' model of literacy which takes

into account the social contexts of literacy practices.
The

'ideological'

literacy as

a

ideologically

that

of

Street

practice

embedded.

significance
literacy.

model

social
the

which

Street

regards

culturally

and

stresses

the

(1984:21

socialisation

He 11984:21

proposes
is

process

in

acquiring

argues that all social institutions

play a role in literacy, not just the educational ones. 5
I

will

show how each of the assumptions of the 'autonomoqs'

model, discussed above, is refuted by Street.

5.1

An overlap of modes vs. a 'great divide'

The 'ideological'
interaction

model concentrates
the

between

communication,

than

rather

(Street 1984:31.

oral

on

and

stressing

the

overlap

literate
a

'great

modes

divide'

on to

say that

from orality . to literacy

what is

conventions

literate forms

is more a change in the 'mix' and

often

continue

and literate

applied to oral forms.

He

regarded as a shift

points out
Oral

of

Street 11984:4) claims that all societies

use a 'mix' of oral and literate modes of communication.
(1984:4) goes

and

apply

to

conventions may

to

be
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Street 11984:10) also uses work by historian Michael Clanchy
119791

to

support

communication,

his

rather

claim
than

that
a

a

mix

'great

in

modes

divide',

of

occurs.

According to Clanchy, historically the shift from orality to
literacy was facilitated by a mix of oral and literate modes
and not by a dramatic or radical change.
Street (1984:241 challenges proponents of the 'great divide'
theory to

take note

linguistics and

of recent work in social anthropology,

philosophy which has discredited the 'great

divide' theory.

5.2

The relation between literacy and social changes vs.
literacy development in a single direction

Street

(1984:10)

development

takes

associated

with

liberty and

criticises
place

in

that entails

as neutral

and

is

individual
According to

he calls the 'literacy myth'

leads

Canada where

and autonomous

direction

by citing Graff.

civilisation and social mobility.
nineteenth century

literacy

that

'civilisation',

challenges what
that literacy

claim

single

a

'progress',

social mobility

Street, Graff

the

to

social

improvement,

Graff uses the example of
the conception of literacy

was used

as a

form

of

social

control rather than serving as a means of social mobility.
The social changes that literacy is associated with, are not
caused by

literacy, but,

ideologies, according

rather, are

to Street

aspects of

(1984:11.

also cites Gough 11968:691 to make this point.
that literacy

is perhaps

a necessaiy

cause for specific social developments.

but

specific

Street 11984:9)
not

She claims
sufficient
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5.3

Literacy as socially constructed vs. literacy as a
neutral technology

Street 11984:81 rejects the claim that literacy is a neutral
technology, arguing
autonomous thing
forms

which

that literacy

because it

already

significance .•• •.
practice which
of literacy

political

have

and

ideological

He (1984:2) regards literacy as a social

is culturally

Street (1984:109)

cannot be regarded as an

" ••• can only be known to us in

and

ideologically

embedded.

cites Graff's conclusion that the meaning

is context-dependent

to support his claim that

literacy is a social construct.

5.4
As

Cognitive changes
we

have

seen

above

in

3.4,

Street

criticises

the

assumption that literacy brings about cognitive changes.

5.4.1 Logical and abstract thought
In

3.4.1

we

have

misunderstandings of

seen

that,

Street

claims

that

meaning and ethnocentric bias underlie

the assumption that literacy fosters or enforces logical and
abstract thought.

5.4.2 Scientific thought
Of

the

assumption

that

literacy

fosters

or

enforces

scientific thought, Street says that evidence has shown that
all societies,
thought.

also non-literate ones, engage in scientific

(See 3.4.2 above).
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5.5

A summary of Street's 'ideological' model

Street

(1984:8)

summarises

·the

'ideological'

model

as

follows:

a

The

meaning

of

literacy

depends

on

the

social

institutions in which it is practiced.
b

Literacy cannot
because it

be regarded

can only

as

be known

an

autonomous

to us

in

thing

forms

which

already have political and ideological meaning.
c

Literacy is

learnt in

contexts which depend on social

structural aspects such as stratification.
d

The processes

whereby literacy is learnt construct the

meaning of it for particular participants.
e

There

are

different

literacies,

rather

than

one

literacy.
f

Writers within the 'ideological' model " ••. recognise as
problematic the

relationship. between

any 'autonomous',

the analysis

isolable qualities

of literacy

of
and

the analysis of the ideological and political nature of
literacy practice".

6.

Conclusion

Street (9184:2)
model for

criticises proponents

of the

'autonomous'

failing to recognise the complexities of the many

different literacy practices in different cultures.
criticises them
conceptions

of

for privileging
literacy.

He also

and generalising their own
Instead,

he

proposes

the
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'ideological' model

which, he believes, does not have these

shortcomings.
Of what

relevance are

literacy debate
of the

debate is

which it

these

insights

to language teachers?
important given

is claimed

there

are

into

the

orality-

Generally, awareness

a teaching
many

situation in

students

from

oral

backgrounds.
More specifically,
backgrounds are
Their thoughts

logical and

abstract

thought.

may be expressed in unconventional ways, but

are, nevertheless,
language teachers
backgrounds are

logical and
can

make

able to

"noun" and "verb".
these students

abstract.

is

that

The

assumption

students

from

oral

deal with abstract categories like

Language teachers should not assume that

are cognitively inferior simply because they

use ungrammatical
grammatical errors
governed and

Street has shown that students from oral

capable of

sentences.

In

may prove

to be

thus indicative

other instances,

some

instances,

systematic

their

and

rule-

of dialectical variation.

In

their errors may provide insights into the

second language acquisition process.
Most importantly,

in the

same way

that awareness

of

the

ideological bases underlying literacy programmes will affect
the planning,

execution and

awareness

the

of

teaching will
the

programmes.
following

assumptions concerning
do these

bases

these

programmes,

underlying

language

dffect the planning, execution and outcome of

language teaching
themselves

outcome of

ideological

Language teachers should ask

questions.

What

are

students from oral backgrounds?

assumptions influence

their

choice

methodology and their curriculum planning?

of

their
How

teaching
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NOTES

1

The assumption

that literacy

also underlies

the

English enables
descriptions
challenges

claim

its users

(Street
Lyons'

is a

made

neutral technology

by

to make

John

by

that

neutral, objective

1984:7).
claim

Lyons

Street
citing

11984:7)

the

work

of

sociolinguists like Stubbs (1980) and Rommetveit (1984)
" ... which challenges
on which

theories of 'autonomous' meaning,

Lyons' arguments

appear to

rest, and

which

also challenges the 'autonomous' model of literacy".
2

According to

Street (1984:20),

central conjecture

is" ... that

Hildyard

and

Olson's

there are functions of

language that are significantly affected by the mastery
of

a

writing

functions".

system,

And

this

literate societies
logical

have the

functions,

functions' of

particularly
entails

of

logical

members

of

possibility of developing

specialising

language, and

its

" ... that
in

the

of extracting

'truth

themselves

from the embeddedness of everyday social life".

3

Street 11984:27)
language

may

points out
well

explicitness has

be

that certain

more

explicit,

forms of
but

a

that

to do with attention to surface forms

and not with logic.
4

See van

Zweel (1992)

for a

summary of

Ong's

claims

about the psychodynamics of orality.
5

Street 11984:2) claims that literacy is used by liberal
educators to

excercise social control and maintain the

hegemony of the ruling class.
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